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ASEAN Startup Country Vertical Description 

ADPartner Taiwan 
Social Media & 
Content Marketing 

ADPartner provides a one stop centre for creating digital 
advertisements in China with a 95% reach to Chinese 
internet users. 

Akiddo Malaysia E-Commerce 
Akiddo is a platform that is both an online community and 
an ecommerce site that caters to parents'' needs at any 
stage of their parenthood. 

Auto Craver Malaysia E-Commerce 
Auto Craver connects people who buy or sell used cars 
through an online platform that eliminates expensive 
middlemen like car dealerships. 

Beeketing Vietnam SaaS 
Beeketing is a marketing automation platform for small & 
medium online stores. 

Biztory Malaysia SaaS 
Biztory is a cloud-based SaaS that helps business 
owners manage their business by reducing standard 
operation procedures by 90% and run more efficiently. 

BuildEasy Malaysia E-Commerce 
BuildEasy allows users to customise their home using a 
wide range of designs online and have their home ready 
in 4-8 weeks. 

CatJira Malaysia E-Commerce 
CatJira is a marketplace that makes collaboration 
between marketers and content creators easy. 

Cookly Thailand E-Commerce 
Cookly is an online marketplace that connects food 
lovers and food professionals to enjoy quality culinary 
experiences. 

dapper&co. Malaysia E-Commerce 

dapper&co. is a custom shirt company that utilises an 
online fitting algorithm and measurement technology that 
allows men to buy superior, custom-fitted, quality shirts 
for below RM250. 

Design Make 
Produce 

Australia E-Commerce 
Design Make Produce connects fashion designers to 
manufacturers. 

DingGo Singapore E-Commerce 

DingGo is the 'LastMinute.com' of Asia that provides 
merchants a unique digital opportunity to instantly attract 
nearby customers to fill last-minute seats or fulfill flash 
offers and promotions. 

Dobybox Malaysia E-Commerce 

Dobybox provides a 24-hour convenient and hassle-free 
laundry experience that is enabled by lockers placed at 
condominiums and office buildings along with an online 
ordering and payment system. 

DoYouShoe Malaysia E-Commerce 
DoYouShoe is an online store that sells trendy multi-
functional, modular detachable footwear which will be the 
first to be sold in parts instead of just pairs. 

Eat Cake Today Malaysia E-Commerce 
Eat Cake Today is a platform that enables you to buy 
cakes directly from bakers and have it delivered to you. 

Eggbun 
Education 

Korea Mobile 
Eggbun is a language learning app that uses a chatbot to 
teach you any language. 
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Enparty 
Innovation 

Malaysia E-Commerce 

Enparty Innovation is an online platform that produces 
and delivers top quality fresh fruits and snacks sourced 
from local farmers and manufacturers to customers in 
Malaysia. 

Flatpebble.com India E-Commerce 
Flatpebble.com makes it easy for consumers to hire 
service providers for their events and other lifestyle 
needs. 

golazo Football Malaysia Mobile 

golazo is a social platform that helps connect football 
players, teams, referees, courts, fields and tournaments 
to make it easier and more fun for people to play and 
enjoy the game. 

Got U Catered Malaysia E-Commerce 
Got U Catered is an online marketplace for caterers and 
all event related goods and services. 

Happy Bunch Malaysia E-Commerce 
Happy Bunch provides an online flower delivery service 
that offers one specially curated bunch a day at an 
affordable price with free same day delivery. 

INTELLLEX Singapore 
Social Media & 
Content Marketing 

INTELLLEX builds tools to help legal professionals 
search for cases accurately, find the information they 
need faster and connect their notes in personalised 
casebooks. 

Kakitangan.com Malaysia SaaS 
Kakitangan.com is an easy-to-use and free HR system 
for SMEs to improve employees' happiness and 
productivity. 

Local Pillow Thailand 
Social Media & 
Content Marketing 

Local Pillow is a platform for booking locally unique 
homestays close to nature. 

LocalUsher Malaysia E-Commerce 
LocalUsher is an online platform for city-dwellers to 
discover and book places/activities around them that are 
less well-known. 

MobileWaiter.my Malaysia E-Commerce 
MobileWaiter.my provides an online hawker and 
restaurant food ordering and delivery service. 

My AOne Malaysia E-Commerce 
My AOne is an online marketplace for classes and 
instructors in Malaysia or Singapore to offer a wide range 
of lessons, from education to martial arts to baking. 

Nuazure 
Innovative 
Technology 

Taiwan 
Social Media & 
Content Marketing 

Nuazure is the No.1 eBook publishing and reading 
platform in Taiwan. 

Pokemall Sweden Mobile 
Pokemall is a social mobile-first C2C and B2C platform 
where users can buy and sell things. 

PostCo Malaysia E-Commerce 
PostCo is a parcel collection and delivery service 
provider for online shopping. 

QueQ Thailand SaaS 
QueQ is a mobile queue management system to help 
businesses digitise and manage their queues. 

RocketValet Malaysia E-Commerce 
RocketValet offers on-demand pick-up and delivery 
services to service centres for car maintenance via SMS. 

http://flatpebble.com/
http://kakitangan.com/
http://mobilewaiter.my/
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SCHUHSTER Malaysia E-Commerce SCHUHSTER designs shoes with hidden heels for men. 

Snaplio Denmark E-Commerce 
Snaplio is a marketplace that connects local freelance 
photographers in South East Asia with inbound tourists. 

SparePartsAsia Philippines E-Commerce 
SparePartsAsia.com provides the most complete line of 
authentic and high quality forklift spare parts online 
across Asia. 

StockHut Malaysia Mobile 
StockHut is a one-stop stock market mobile app that 
offers up-to-date market insights, financial news and 
stock prices in Malaysia. 

SuitApp 
(Fittinger) 

Russian 
Federation 

E-Commerce 
SuitApp is a mobile app that helps you look stylish and 
appropriate without spending much time and effort. 

SushiVid Malaysia E-Commerce 
SushiVid is a YouTuber marketplace that connects 
brands and companies to YouTubers. 

SwiftCow Malaysia E-Commerce 
SwiftCow is an online grocery delivery service that 
provides the cheapest and largest range of products to 
customers. 

Tripovo Malaysia E-Commerce 
Tripovo is an online travel booking platform that enables 
travellers to seamlessly customise their own travel 
itinerary and holiday packages. 

WHENSO Malaysia SaaS 
WHENSO helps logistic service providers optimise routes 
and manage tasks more efficiently. 

Worktrees Indonesia E-Commerce 
Worktrees is an online service marketplace for all types 
of freelancers. 

Zinmed Vietnam 
Social Media & 
Content Marketing 

Zinmed is a diabetes treatment management solution 
that caters to patients, doctors, clinics and partners. 

 


